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Remote and Private







Experience the laid back, casual atmosphere of the Runaway Hill Inn;  We are a small oceanfront Inn that sits on one of the highest points of the Island overlooking the pristine pink sand beach.
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Accommodations







Runaway is a small 11 Room Inn with an adjacent 5 bedroom Oceanfront home. We have a beautiful Oceanfront Thai Restaurant led by Executive Chef David Lapastora.
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DINING







David Lapastora: our executive chef creates fresh Thai dishes using locally sourced produce and “sea to table” fresh Grouper, Mahi Mahi, Yellow Fin Tuna and Snapper.






RESERVATIONS
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Activities







Relax on one of the most beautiful beaches in the world. Activities include water sports and deep sea adventures such as fishing for Tuna and Marlin, jet skiing, kite surfing, snorkeling and so much more.  Explore the quaint Dunmore town and its many boutique shops.  Enjoy a massage at the spa, in your room or on the beach.  Yoga and exercise classes can be booked.
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Special Events







Runaway Hill Inn considers it an honor to host special events.  Our events coordinator Beriska Moss is available to answer all of your questions and assist in helping your plan every detail coordinating with vendors.  Our dedicated staff will help coordinate your entire event and ensure that every detail goes exactly as you envision.
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Welcome







After checking out our site, you may still have some questions so please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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We have just returned from the most lovely stay at Runaway Hill on Harbour Island. The staff is absolutely lovely, kind and attentive without being overbearing.










The Runaway Hill and the Infiniti house especially are the best place for a relaxing vacation. The food is world-class and so are the views!










We have stayed here many times. The owners, staff, and of course the view and location, are amazing. Fabulous food and overall experience is always a ’10’. We can’t wait to visit our ‘home away from home’ again SOON.










Had the best vacation of my life at Runaway Hill! I stayed in the Infinity House which has the most amazing ocean front view and spacious private patio, perfect for large families or groups of friends.
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PO Box 27031, Love Lane and Colebrooke Streets
Harbour Island, Bahamas

Local: (242) 333-2150

US/CAN: (843) 278-1724

Email: reservations@runawayhill.com
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